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Abstract
We present a new communication subsystem for high
speed networks featuring an extendable packet optimization
engine mixing several communication flows. Optimizations are parameterized by the capabilities of the underlying network drivers, and are triggered by the network cards
when they become idle. The database of predefined strategies
can be easily extended.

1 Introduction
To maintain the performance level of today’s high
speed networks (such as Q UADRICS, M YRINET or I N FINIBAND), communication libraries combine a variety of techniques and mechanisms to select how to
send a given packet the best way. These techniques
include PIO and DMA transfer modes, eager, rendezvous and remote memory access protocols, zero-copy vs
by-copy packet handling, etc. Libraries also have to
decide whether to aggregate a packet with other packets to reduce the number of network requests –at the
cost of additional processing– or to send the packet
alone to avoid waiting for another one to merge with
(or to benefit from a pipeline effect) or even to use
a gather/scatter request. All these decisions must
be consistent with the capabilities of the underlying network drivers. The second aspect that makes
communication optimization so important is that today’s parallel applications tend to use complex conglomerates of multiple communication middlewares
such as CORBA, J AVA RMI or DSM, increasing the
number of concurrent communication flows between
processing nodes. Nowadays communication hardware/software feature NIC virtualization capabilities
that provide transparent multiplexing over a single
NIC. It would thus be tempting to simply do a oneto-one mapping of communication flows onto virtualized NICS. A much powerful approach, though, is
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to consider network multiplexing units as networking
resources to be put in common into a pool managed
by a software packet scheduler. Then, the one-to-one
mapping is now only one mere scheduling policy (that
could be selected as a fallback, for instance) among
many other possible ones.
In fact, the role of a modern communication library
is to both optimize and schedule all the data transfers between processes onto the available network resources.

2 Towards a Dynamic Message Scheduler
Including the application activity as one input parameter of the optimization process and aggregating
packets from multiple flows means introducing nondeterminism in the underlying communication flows.
By having a global control on the network multiplexing resources, a scheduler may assign some of these
resources to different classes of traffic (assigning different channel to large synchronous sends, put/get
transfers and control/signalling messages) and help
the receiver in sorting out the incoming packets. Such
a scheduler may also perform dynamic load balancing
on multiple resources, multiple NICs, or even NICs
from multiple technologies. Finally, the scheduler
may also choose to dynamically change the assignment of networking resources to traffic classes, thus
selecting different policies, as the needs of the application evolve during the execution.
The M ADELEINE library [1] was designed to perform well not only with regular communication
schemes –commonly encountered with MPI-like programming environments– but also with programming
models involving irregular communication schemes
such as RPC or DSM. Other related works [3, 6] have
similar optimization features. At the time, though,
middleware integrators such as PADICO [2] or codecoupling applications were not widely used: there
usually was a single middleware (such as G LOBAL
A RRAYS [5], PM2 [4], or a DSM) between the application and the network library. Consequently, this previous version of Madeleine was not designed to perform

cross-flow optimization and its design was limited to
deterministic flow manipulations.
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3 The Madeleine Optimization Engine
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The job of the packet scheduler being to reorganize
packets, the more information it is fed with, the better
it can optimize the communication flow. One valuable
source of information is this communication flow itself: if the scheduler accumulates packets before making a decision, it decreases the risk to take wrong decisions and also widens the possibilities of packet reordering. An example of a wrong decision is to send a
small packet just before another small packet becomes
available to send, incuring two network transactions
where an aggregated one would have been better. For
the scheduler to build its own pool of lookahead packets, we propose to synchronize the optimizing process
with the NIC(s) activity instead of the application requests. Figure 1 shows this idea: the application simply enqueues packets into a list and immediately returns to computing. The scheduler is not activated
each time the application submits a new packet, but
rather when one of the NICs becomes idle. While the
NIC is busy sending a packet, the scheduler simply
accumulates a backlog of packets. If the NIC never
stays busy long enough for packets to accumulate, the
scheduler may send packets as they become available,
as a regular communication library would do, or may
artificially delay them for a short time to increase the
potential of interesting aggregations (in a TCP N A GLE ’s algorithm fashion).
Nevertheless, the very nature of packets encountered in the range of applications targeted by such a
communication library must be taken into account.
Those applications are built on top of a stack of middlewares. As result, most communication requests
will come from these middlewares and will contain
extra control data implementing specific protocols.
Far from being simple sequences of bytes, such requests are indeed structured messages with one or
more fragments expressing what the message carries
or requests, and one or more other fragments being
the actual data or request arguments. These message
internal dependencies are expressed by the application and middlewares through the Madeleine API presented in [1]. They are taken into account as limiting
factors –or constraints– by the scheduler while estimating the value of a given packet reordering operation.
We have implemented this scheduler following the
3-layered architecture depicted on Figure 1. The optimizing layer in the middle monitors NICs activity and
makes sure that they are kept adequately busy with ad-
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Figure 1. Architecture proposal
equately scheduled communication requests.

4 Conclusion and Future Work
We propose a new approach to optimize communications over high speed networks with a new design
of M ADELEINE. Its main originality is its powerful
and dynamic optimization engine, which is portable,
multithreaded, and easily extendable. A beta version
on top of MX/Myrinet (available at http://gforge.
inria.fr/projects/pm2) already exhibits significant
improvements over the previous software in many
cases. Most noticeably, the aggregation of eager segments collected from several independent communication flows brings huge performance gains.
In the near future, we intend to experiment with different packet lookahead window sizes. We also plan
to study how to bound the number of data rearrangements the optimizer has to evaluate so as to determine
the best combination of optimization techniques.
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